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Main Trends

• Energy use in Cyprus is expected to rebound 
in the coming years (electricity already growing)

• National targets for renewable energy 
& CO2 emissions likely to be met in 2020

• What about new energy and climate targets 
for 2030 agreed by EU leaders?

• What about further decarbonisation targets in 
line with EU objectives of 80-95% emission 
reductions by 2050?



Energy Outlook for Cyprus – Electricity 
Source: Transmission System Operator of Cyprus, Spring 2016 – www.dsm.org.cy

New capacity up to 

~2030 from RES only!

http://www.dsm.org.cy/


ETS Sectors maybe on track 

to meet 2030 target

 RES and natural gas can probably deliver the 

desired emission reductions in the power sector

 Retail electricity prices unlikely to increase 

significantly because of the purchase of emission 

allowances by the Electricity Authority of Cyprus

 No serious effect on firms’ and households’ 

energy costs to be expected



Non-ETS sectors in a difficult position

Non-ETS CO2 emission targets 
(transport, buildings) very difficult to achieve

Substantial energy efficiency investments 
required

Apart from EU funds, the national tax system is 
key for national energy & environmental policy

Consider a Green Tax Reform:

• to increase environmental taxes 

• and decrease labour taxes
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New Scenarios with Our Energy 

Demand Forecast Model (Sept. 2015)

 ‘Baseline’: slightly updated version of ‘energy efficiency’ 

scenario used in the IRENA study
(uses energy balance of 2014 & new IEA oil price forecasts)

+ Two scenarios assuming adoption of carbon tax on all 

FINAL energy demand sectors (except cement industry & 

aviation) in order to achieve -24% non-ETS target by 2030:

 ‘Linearly Increasing CarbonTax’: each year in 2016-2030 

tax increases by 14 Euros’2015/tonne of CO2

 ‘Geometrically Increasing Carbon Tax’: tax starts at 2 

Euros/tonne CO2 and reaches >220 Euros/tonne in 2030



Final Energy Demand Has to 

Decline Very Substantially…
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… in Order to Achieve the 

2030 Emissions Target
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AND: Think of the decarbonisation target for 2050 (80%?)



Main Burden Falls on Transport

Use of LPG/NG and serious electrification?
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Regulatory measures or ‘flexibility’ 

clauses may reduce the need for such 

high carbon taxes

– E.g. tighter CO2 standards for cars, vans and 

trucks post-2020

– Subsidies or other obligations

– No guarantee that such measures are cheaper 

than a carbon tax…

Flexibility options currently discussed in EU :

 Allow trading between ETS and non-ETS sectors

 ‘Carry over’ excess allowances from pre-2020

 Use international emission offsets



The Carbon Taxes Required Are High

E.g. gasoline price to increase by 37-46% in 2030 

due to carbon tax in real terms, i.e. without taking 

inflation into account

This does not necessarily lead to 

competitiveness or social equity problems:

Increased public revenues from carbon tax can be 

used to reduce other tax burden (e.g. social security 

contributions, income tax, …) – has been 

successfully applied in several EU countries so far



Green Tax/Fiscal Reform

 At times of high unemployment, priority 
to be given to reducing labour taxation!

Increase taxation in activities causing environmental 
degradation and/or resource depletion, e.g.

- Fuel use

- Water use, waste production, packaging

- Fertilizers – pesticides 

Reduce taxes that discourage / distort economic 
activity, e.g. 

- Labour taxes (social security contributions)

- Income tax

- VAT



Why “Green/Environmental Tax Reform”?

Environmental 
Taxes

Represent a 
small fraction of 

total tax revenues 
in most countries

Discourage 
wasting energy 

and natural 
resources

If introduced 
gradually they 

give consumers & 
firms possibility to 
adjust behaviour

Provide much 
needed revenues 
that can finance 

green investments 
and/reduce tax 

burden elsewhere

Create additional 
benefits (e.g. 

climate change 
adaptation, 

energy security 
improvement)



How Can Cities Benefit 

from a Green Tax Reform?

“Going local: Empowering cities to lead EU decarbonisation”,

Bruegel Policy Contribution, December 2016

 Four trends are reshaping the European energy 

system: decarbonisation / digitalisation /  

decentralisation / convergence of electricity, 

heat, transport & data services

 Cities can identify decarbonisation potential and 

prioritise policies and measures

 EU and national funds (from green taxes?) can 

support targeted decarbonisation measures



Let’s listen to “the hidden sound 

of things approaching”

(C.P. Cavafy)

 EU decarbonisation target requires our energy 

system to change substantially soon!

 Opportunity for a broader Green Tax Reform that 

can boost decarbonisation AND employment

 Competitiveness and equity problems can be 

addressed

 Opportunities for financing local authorities

 “Tax bads, not goods!”



Learn more about green tax reforms 

to increase resource productivity…


